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Marriott International's T he Luxury Collection has announced the opening of Cosme in Paros, Greece.

T he latest resort on the Greek island is aiming to provided guests with idyllic surroundings, rich culture,
unparalleled culinary opportunities and more. T he resort's design blends Mediterranean style while proposing a
feel of harmony for guests.
"T he opening of Cosme this summer is an exciting development for Paros and T he Luxury Collection brand," said
Philipp Weghmann, vice president and global brand leader for T he Luxury Collection, in a statement. "T he Luxury
Collection provides today's global travelers with experiences that are highly immersive and deeply reflective of the
destination."
Going Greek
T he resort is offering 40 suites, featuring private pools and exclusive views. Each room has custom furniture from
Spanish designer Jaime Hayon, with an emphasis on shades of blue, to reflect a color often associated with Greece.
T he Cosmos Suite offers guests views of the Aegean Sea.
T ravelers will have access to ample Greek food and culture, as Greek chef Yiannis Kioroglou brings his flair to the
hotel's dining offerings and multimedia Greek artists will be on display.
Guests will also have access to Elios Spa, which will be offering a breadth of healing rituals, treatments and
therapies including the Korres Greek yogurt facial; the Aegean sensation candle massage and more.
T he Luxury Collection has included its connections to Greece in its marketing efforts.
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Last December, T he Luxury Collection announced French model Caroline de Maigret as its newest global explorer
with curated city guides from Seville and Paris to Venice and Athens.
Ms. de Maigret collaborated with T he Luxury Collection to produce A Night in Seville and the Morning After, a guide
to her favorite places to stay, dine and discover (see story).
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